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Charities Aid Foundation of Canada Expands to Vancouver
Vancouver, Canada - April 30th, 2018 - Charities Aid Foundation of Canada (CAF Canada), a
registered Canadian charity working to expand the culture of giving by making it easy, reliable
and effective for Canadians to give both internationally and domestically, is opening a new office
in Vancouver on April 30th, 2018. Find us online at http://www.cafcanada.ca
Headquartered in Toronto, CAF Canada enables clients to fund CRA compliant charitable
projects around the world and right here in Canada, while qualifying for a CRA official donation
receipt related to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Poverty relief
The advancement of education for students by providing books, equipment and
educational aids and by establishing and operating schools and libraries
Animal welfare
Environmental protection
Medical research
The promotion of public health
Human rights
Arts education

The new office is designed to support exciting new initiatives at CAF Canada, while providing its
clients the same unparalleled standards of service they have known for the past 5 years. “This
expansion of CAF Canada comes at an important time. As Canadians increasingly look to give
both internationally and domestically, the Vancouver office will serve as a beacon on the west
coast for philanthropic Canadians who want an easy, effective, and safe way to support
charitable projects across the globe”, said Ted Hart, President of CAF Canada.
Since 2014, CAF Canada has distributed over $5 million to charities around the globe on behalf
of its donor clients.

About CAF Canada

CAF Canada (Charities Aid Foundation of Canada) is a registered Canadian charity working to
expand the culture of giving by making it easy, reliable and effective for Canadians to give both
internationally and domestically. Our mission is to help donors make strategic and focused
philanthropic decisions which have a lasting, positive impact on the individuals and communities
they support – throughout the world.
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